
“All client communications, in-house analysis,
and holdings are in one central location which
makes us a lot more efficient. We can answer
questions on the spot.”
Amy Cowen Hoelzel, Senior Client Services Associate, David Vaughan Investments
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APX Drives Efficiency and Responsiveness
at David Vaughan Investments
Prior to 2005, Peoria-based David Vaughan
Investments (DVI) seemed adequately
served by Advent’s Axys® portfolio account-
ing system and Qube® for CRM—until the
client services team heard of a new Advent
product in the works. “We went to an Advent
Users Group meeting and heard that Advent
was planning to combine Axys and Qube,”
recalls Amy Cowen Hoelzel, a senior client
services associate. “I thought that was a
great idea.”

The solution turned out to be much more
than a combination of two existing systems.
Advent Portfolio Exchange (APX) was the
first fully integrated portfolio management
and CRM solution, built on a single SQL
server database enabling client service
staff and investment decision makers to
work with consistent data.

A Single, Centralized Platform
“We were one of the first heavy Qube users
to move to APX,” says Ms. Cowen Hoelzel. 
“I think the most compelling aspect of APX
is that when a relationship or a portfolio
manager is on the phone with a client, they
have everything they need at their finger-
tips. The last thing we want is for them to be
searching around, trying to figure out where
to find what the client’s talking about.”

APX enables client-facing staff to view client
contact and portfolio data simultaneously.
“They can pull up the client’s contact folder
and see every single piece of communication
we’ve mailed to the client. They can see any
analyses we’ve done. They can look at the

client’s asset allocations, holdings and avail-
able cash. It’s all in one nice central location
and it makes us a lot more efficient. Instead
of saying ‘I’ll have to get back to you,’ we can
answer questions on the spot.”

Leveraging Advanced Functionality
DVI cites several key benefits of APX:
� Advanced search capabilities. “We want

to get a better idea of who are clients
are, so we’ve run some searches. We can
run by age. We can run by occupation. We
can see what percentage are retired, and
if they’re retired what their asset alloca-
tions are. We can run a level of search
that we couldn’t before.”

� Streamlined group creation. APX auto-
mates the creation of portfolio and
account groups by a variety of criteria
using rules. “The group rules are wonder-
ful. We have about 40 or 50 group rules
that we run when we set up a new account.
They’re much easier to write in APX, and
much easier than in Qube.”

� Simplified portfolio creation. “I really like
the portfolio creation template. I was so
excited when I got that tool! It makes set-
ting up a portfolio so easy. Over 50% of
the fields are automatically populated,
and you just have to type in the personal-
ized information.”

Saving Time with Automated 
Report Production
Rounding out the many benefits DVI derives
from APX is the system’s automated report
packaging functionality. “We mail out about
600 distributions a quarter, and we do that
in about three days with just one person—
me,” says Ms. Cowen Hoelzel. “Packaging
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functionality saves us at least a week and a
lot of frustration in report processing.
There’s much less chance of errors, and the
client gets a better end product.”

From setting up new accounts to sending
out finished reports, APX streamlines the
entire process at David Vaughan Invest-

ments. The integrated platform is central to
the firm’s business. “You’re working with
consistent data from the same database,”
says Ms. Cowen Hoelzel. “To be quite hon-
est, I don’t get why anyone wouldn’t want to
use the CRM in APX. You’ve got all your
portfolio and contact data in one location.
It’s so much more efficient.”
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Benefits
� Increased efficiency with a cen-

tralized platform for all client 
and account data

� Facilitates fast and easy access
to information

� Improves client service and
responsiveness

� Expanded marketing capabilities
with advanced search 
functionality

� Reduces report processing time,
manual labor and chance of errors

“Packaging functionality in
APX saves us at least a week
and a lot of frustration in
report processing. There’s
much less chance of errors,
and the client gets a better
end product.”

”We can run a level of search
that we couldn’t before.”
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